
Although the use of AIR largely adhered to the pre-set rules, there were some

significant deviations. 

The AIR Program largely abided with the way it was described to the public, but with a few significant deviations: AIR was

advertised as a means of tracking individuals “to and from crime scenes,” but BPD issued “Supplemental Requests” that were

not tied to crime scenes. In addition, much more data is being stored, and for far longer, than public statements would

suggest.

As operated, the AIR Program presents serious concerns about individual liberty.

Movement data is collected in bulk on countless individuals who have done nothing worthy of attention, to provide a

basis for tracking those whom BPD decides in its discretion to track. Because of where the planes fly and where ground

surveillance is located in Baltimore, this inevitably involves disparate racial impacts.

A future decision to implement AIR should be a decision for elected officials and

should be done in a transparent and accountable way.

The program’s potential for invasive surveillance is too great to be implemented without democratic authorization by a

representative body. In Baltimore, ideally that would be the City Council. We therefore suggest the Maryland State

Legislature should cede control of BPD, at least for issues involving powerful surveillance technologies.

Any future decision implementing AIR, either in Baltimore or elsewhere, should

include concrete, enforceable guardrails to protect civil rights and liberties.

Democratic authorization for such programs, whether in Baltimore or elsewhere, should include specific rigorous

requirements to both protect civil rights and liberties and prevent abuse and blanket surveillance.

The recent court decision upholding the AIR Program was made without all the facts.

The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit recently upheld the constitutionality of the AIR Program. But that

decision was based on an incomplete understanding of the facts. The Policing Project has filed an amicus brief urging

the court to vacate its decision.
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For more on the Policing Project at New York University School of Law, visit policingproject.org

http://policingproject.org/
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/58a33e881b631bc60d4f8b31/t/5fc290577acac6192a142d61/1606586458141/AIR+Program+Audit+Report+vFINAL+%28reduced%29.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/58a33e881b631bc60d4f8b31/t/5fc4f7645147b14804ce7363/1606743910006/LBS+v.+BPD+Policing+Project+Amicus+vFINAL.pdf
https://www.policingproject.org/air

